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Omizutori*
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One of Japan’s Oldest Buddhist Ceremonies

Martha Boyer and Jikai Fujiyoshi

The aim of the present paper is to give a general outline of the Omizutori ceremony 
including its preparatory stages. It is based on Reverend Kokai Kitagawara’s booklet: 
Omizutori-gyoboki (published by Reverend Koten Kitagawara, 19663. Reverend Katun 
Kamitsukasa’s pamphlet: Omizutori ni tsuite (published by Todai-ji), Reverend Kosho 
Shimizu’s Todai-ji shuni-e (published 19533? and Omizutori, Dramatic Buddhist 
Ceremonies, illustrated by Taikichi Irie (published by Sansai-sha, TokyS 19683 have 
also been helpful for the present paper. It is the hope of the authors to be able to follow 
this preliminary paper by future research work on this far too little known Omizutori 
ceremony. They feel grateful for the kindness shown them by the authorities of Todai-ji, 
and look forward to their continuing cooperation.

W ithin the precincts of Todai-ji2 in Nara, the majestic landmark of Buddhist 
temples, the Nigatsu-dd3 (Hall of the Second Month) nestles on a slope to the 
eastern side of the temple complex. A timber construction elevates the front 
of the building above the uneven ground so that the Hall seems to fit into 
the protecting hill to the rear. Although the Nigatsu-do as it appears today is 
only three hundred years old, it has a history equal to that of the Kon-do or 
Daibutsu-den (Great Buddha Hall) of the main temple.

The Nigatsu-do was made the site for the practice of the ceremony called 
Omizutori by Imperial decree, and from the fourth year of Tempyo-shoho 
(752 A.D.) to the present day, the ceremony has taken place as an annual rite 
more than twelve hundred times. Based on the text of the "way of the eleven
headed Kannon repentance” (Juichimen-keka-ho)*  Omizutori implies that the 
Buddhist priests may repent their sins and intensify their piety by means of 
an eleven-headed Kannon-image enshrined in the Nigatsu-do. 1
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Omizutori, taking sacred water, has become the popular name of the ceremony, 
but strictly speaking it is called Sbuni-e5 (ceremony of the second month) in 
accordance with its performance in February (in the lunar calendar). At present, 
the ceremony proper starts on March ist and ends on the 15th of that month, 
but actually the inaugural ceremony is usually held on February 20th, and this 
date may be pushed back even to December 16th of the preceding year. The 
date of December 16th marks the anniversary of the death of Roben Sojo6 (689- 
773), the founder and head priest of Todai-ji, and this became the traditional 
date for appointing the candidates for the ceremony of the coming year.

s 7 8 9 10
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The history of Nigatsu-dd records that in the tenth month of the third year 
of Tempyo-shoho (751), a priest named Jitchu7 entered into the dragon den 
of the Kasagi mountain in the province ofY amashiro (now Kydto-/«). From there 
he proceeded northward and arrived at the Inner Shrine of the TwoZrrAheaven 
with its forty-nine “jewel palaces”. He made a circuit pilgrimage to these forty- 
nine abodes and visited the shrine called 'Jonen-Kannon-in? where a great many 
celestial beings were practising a ceremony of repentance for the eleven-headed 
Kannon. The priest was deeply moved by the performance and decided to 
transfer it to the world of human beings. But he was warned in his undertaking. 
It was made clear to him that one single day and night in the Tosotsu (Tusitay 
heaven8 equalled four hundred years in the world of man and also that the 
ceremony should be practised one thousand times every day without intermis
sion. But most serious of all was the requirement that the ceremony should 
take place in the presence of a living Kannon.

In spite of all these difficulties, the priest was constant in his desire to intro
duce the ceremony to his own world, and he was convinced that if the human 
beings performed the religious austerities one thousand times a day at running 
speed, then the Kannon-tawn# would descend from his T<w/rw-heaven.

Soon after, the priest went to the shore of Naniwa (Osaka) in the province 
of Settsu, and looking toward Fudarakuitn™ the mountain on the southern coast 
of India where the Kannon was believed to dwell, he offered incense and flowers 
and implored Kannon to descend to earth. And thus one day a kind of altarcloth 
(akaoMiy11 wrapped around an eleven-headed Kannon-image, came floating 
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on the water from beyond the ocean at Naniwa. The priest Jitchu rescued the 
image from the water. When he touched the surface of the figure and felt 
that it was warm like human flesh, he knew instantly that this very image must 
be the living Kannon he had beseeched to descend to the world of human 
beings. He carried the image to the upper-shrine or Nigatsu-do of Todai-ji.

The continued annual performance of Omizutori since 752 A.D. gives con
vincing proof of the priest Jitchu’s success in introducing this unique ceremony 
to the world of man. The genuine spirit and dramatic beauty of Omizutori are 
bound to appeal to a world-wide public, but moreover, this austere ceremony 
offers a wealth of material for studying ancient or perhaps even pre-Buddhism. 
It is hardly too much to compare its significance to that of the Shoso-in Repos
itory of Todai-ji. Both institutions are, in their own right, storehouses of 
treasures that provide a background for the understanding of various aspects 
of Chinese and Japanese cultures.

The Participants and Their Duties

The priests who participate in the Omizutori ritual are called Rengposbu12 
and must number eleven at a minimum—a figure which is said to have no bear
ing on the eleven-headed Kannon-image. The official titles of the individual 
eleven priests are as follows: Daiddsbi,™ Sbusbi, Dotsukasa, Kitazasbu-

12 Mtf# 13 I*

no-sebt, Nanzasbu-no-icbi, Kitazashu-no-niy Natrzasbu-nthm, CbudS-no-icbi, Gonsbo- 
sekai, and Sbosekai.

Of these the first four mentioned are collectively known as Sbisbiki* 5 Among 
them the IPajo is the senior and the one who administers the precepts through
out the practice. The second ranking is the Daiddsbi, who is concerned with the 
exoteric teachings. He recites prayers for all souls, past and present, from the 
emperor down to the common people, and assures their enlightenment and 
rebirth into the Buddhist paradise. Furthermore, he prays for the continuity 
of heaven and earth to secure peace for the country and nation as a whole.

The Sbusbi™ the third of the S&x&h-quartet, is in charge of the esoteric 
teachings. He invites the Four Guardian Gods and the Dragon God to attend 
the ceremony and makes use of scented faith-healing water. Finally, the 
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Dotsukasa,17 * the last in the Sbisbiki-gcoup, occupies himself with miscellaneous 
affairs such as adorning the Shrine and rewarding or punishing the participants.

17 $=] 18 19 a 20 21 23 it*

M 26 fl*# 27 fl* 28 29 tffl*

We shall limit ourselves to the above mentioned duties of the four Sbisbiki 
and shall add only that there are, of course, detailed rules for all the participants, 
whether priests, lay officials or servants. The latter number about fifty, an 
indication of the considerable scale on which the ceremony is carried out.

Making Sacred Shinto Ropes (^Sbimenawa^

During the observance of Omixutori, the Nigatsu-do and surroundings are 
considered sacred precincts. Special Shinto ropes Qhimenawa) are made and 
encircle the sacred areas to protect them from the contaminated world outside. 
These ropes are furnished with small tufts of straw which hang down at 
intervals, and in between are inserted twigs of five-leaved sbikimi™ (Illicium 
religiosusn) and strips of folded white paper Qhide).™ Such ropes give evidence 
of RySbu-Sbinto2X or Shinto influence transmitted by way of the Shingon 
school.

Under the guidance of a priest, devotees who are selected from special families 
make ninety sacred ropes during the two days of February 19th and 20th. 
On the morning of February 21st, they carry them to Nigatsu-do. Later in the 
afternoon they offer thirty ropes to each of the following shrines: kimiebi22 (on 
a hill southeast of Nigatsu-do), Onyu23 (on a hill north of Nigatsu-do), and Kojo2* 
(under a cedar tree called RSben to the west of Nigatsu-do). They form the ropes 
into circular rings and throw them in front of the shrines where the boy-at
tendants (DfyiJ25 have assembled to compete with each other in catching them. 
If by mischance the ropes fall to the ground, they are discarded as “dust”. But 
those which are caught are hung on the walls of the Nigatsu-do and the Bekka- 
bo,26 the residence of the Rengyosbu in which a special fire, bekka,21 is kindled on 
February the 19th with fire from the eternal lampQJM),28 which bums in front 
of the Kannon-image in Nigatsu-do.

Temporary Sacred Fire {Koro-Bekkay29

When the old fire has been extinguished, the new fire is to be used for all 
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activities, such as cooking, heating the rooms, and the bathwater, and so on. 
The special fire consists of two sessions, the koro-bekka or “temporary sacred 
fire” and the st-bekka™ or “full fire”.

Late in the afternoon on February 20th, the Rtngyfabu enter into the session 
of koro-btkkd, either in their private temple, in a neighbourhood temple or inside 
the compound of Todai-ji. The boy-attendants draw water from the Ebisu- 
gawa, a part of the Sahogawa-stream, which cuts through the northern section 
of the city of Nara. They carry it to the Rengyoshu, and when the priests have 
finished their regular evening bath, they purify themselves by pouring this 
water over their bodies. Then they exchange their robes for new ones and put 
on a simple surplice Qriragaa^ of black hemp. Later they eat supper and prac
tise hymn-chanting (j/wn/J).32

30 31 32 33 3< 35
3« 37 3« Mib< 3*

At dawn on the following day, the Rengyoshu ascend to Nigatsu-dd, and the 
Dotsukasa hands over the key of the Inner Shrine (Naijin)33 to the Dddoji official 
who unlocks the door, while he himself opens the three remaining doors, i.e. 
to the north, east, and the south. Lay carriers (MikosbinoyakuJ* 3* remove the 
small enshrined Kannon-image from the inner sanctuary to the front section 
(Rdi-doJ33 of the Inner Shrine where they clean it and adorn it with white 
paper. Meanwhile, other participants sweep the interior of the hall, and when 
they have finished, the adorned shrine is carried back to the rear part of the 
sanctuary and placed on an image-dais.

In the afternoon, the Rengyoshu leave their respective Bekka-bo and make a 
circuit pilgrimage together to the four temples located on the surrounding 
hills, the Hachiman-den,36 the Daibutsu-den, theTennd-den,37 and the Kaisan- 
do.38 During this so-called “visiting the shrines” Qhasan)39 the priests blow 
their conch-shells from various places inside the Todai-ji compound to announce 
the beginning of the religious practice.

When the Rengytishu have paid homage to the above-mentioned temples, 
they proceed to the bath-house below Nigatsu-do, a construction with a certain 
touch of elegance dating from the beginning of the Edo period (1651-1867). 
Inside the bath-house the wooden floor is slightly raised along one side and 
covered with coarse straw-mats on top of which another kind of matting 
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QeshimaJ)40 is arranged to mark the place for undressing. As soon as the priests 
have entered, they kneel down on the tabima in order of seniority.

An official hands over a scroll of paper and an inkbox to a secretary who puts 
down the names and ranks of the Rengydsbu for the year. The Ddttukaia then 
inspects the completed list of names, faces the participants, and expresses his 
wishes for a happy New Year, asking everyone to carry through the yearly 
religious austerities and to pray for the present life and the after-life as has been 
done since the time of the emperor Shomu (724-49), by devotees from the sixty 
provinces of Japan.

In their respective Bekka-bd> the Rengyoibu occupy themselves with the many 
preparations for the ceremony. They make paper-robes to be worn from the 
day when they enter into sd-bekka(February 26th), and they use paper for mend
ing their wooden clogs (jasbikake),41 which they wear inside the hall of cere
mony, and they also make use of paper for wrapping up charms. Every day is 
passed with paper and paste and scissors to produce the necessary outfit for the 
ritual, which runs from March 1st to 15 th of that month.

In the early morning of February 23 rd, the Rmgyosbii assemble in the Bekka- 
bo of the Shosekai42 to make lamp-wicks for the Inner Shrine and flower-arrange
ments of paper camellias and nan ten for offering to the Kannon.

On February 24th, the boy-attendants prepare one thousand rice-cakes to 
be offered to the Kannon during the first week of the session (March 1st to 
7th), and on March 5th, they make another one thousand for the following 
week. This goes on in the Gokusixj4^ of Nigatsu-do, i.e. the special hall (Bussbo- 
ya)44 for making rice for the Buddha.

In addition to making these rice-cakes, the boys make various kinds of pine
torches Qaimatsu) 45 such as thetorches,46 which are used on March 12th, 
or the basu-torches, which are used during the ceremony of “taking sacred 
water”. There are also the jbfo47-torches to be used in the evening oeremony 
for the small Kannon-imagc and on the following dawn. But many more torches 
are made for special use in the ceremony of administering the Buddhist pre
cepts, in the lighting of the Shinto-lanterns (lor-torches), and in the basbiri- 
ceremony of rapid circumambulation, and so forth. In fact, these torches are

<o 41 42 43 44 45
* 47
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such a conspicuous part of Omizutori that the whole ceremony has become 
equally well known under the name of Otaimatiu.43

The rules which the Rengyoshu have to observe during their practice are 
graded in accordance with the number of times the participants have taken part 
in the religious austerities. In many ways these rules are similar to those which 
were practised inside the ancient Japanese military system, where they applied 
to the ranks of old and young soldiers.

On the evening of February 26th, the fire of karo-bekka is abandoned and from 
the following day, the Rengymbu enter into so-bekka* 9 to begin a new life at a 
new fire.

Full Sacred Fire (So-Bekka)

The Rtngyfcbu practise individually during the session of koro-bekka, but 
reside together during the time of t^-bekka. In the early morning of February 
26th their boy-attendants transfer their belongings to the Se-bekka-bo, which 
is located inside the compound of Kaidan-in,50 to the west of the Daibutsu-den.

When the Rengyosbu have settled in their new lodgings, they take baths and 
exchange their garments for paper-robes which are fastened with paper belts 
that were made during the preceding year otrt-bekka. A rosary called aji-ww^51 
is put into the belt when they ascend to Nigatsu-do, but it should be noted that 
the participants make use of various rosaries according to the occasion. They 
wear the same surplice of black hemp as during the session of karo-bekka, but 
now it has been folded and sewn together to resemble a string or loop and is 
called tasukigesa52 (tasuki—string for holding up tucked sleeves).

After having been installed in the Sd-bekka-bd, the Rengydsbu purify them
selves, and the three lower-ranking participants make a fire by the steel and 
flint method while reciting the sacred words of Kannon (dharam). From 
then on the new fire (sd-bekka) is the only one to be used throughout the 
session.

During iii-bekka it is forbidden to eat between meals. Only when the partici
pants retire to a small rest room are they free to talk and smoke and make 
themselves a little comfortable. Whenever they move from one room to another, 
they wear their indoor sandals and carry their ta&nw-mats with them. In fact,

48 WfcW Jtfl*  50 SI sfrfc*  52 *££  
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the Rengydsbu are kept confined in the Sd-bekka-bo and are not allowed even in 
the garden. They have to obey the strict regulations until the end of the month, 
when they ascend to the Nigatsu-do. Meanwhile they are kept busy preparing 
for the ceremony.

Thus the Sbusbi makes white cotton cloth Qbirayu^3 for offering to the three 
earlier mentioned shrines around Nigatsu-do. He cuts white paper strips to 
be attached later to the ^«-torches which are used only by the Kakubugyd,54 
who is in charge of prayer and offerings. Similar white paper strips are attached 
to the tara-torches which light the way for the Sbushi during the observance of 
“taking sacred water”. Generally speaking, the white paper strips are made for 
purification purposes.

In the morning and evening, the Rengyosbu recite the text of exorcism QNaka- 
tomi no barai),55 the Kannon Sutra and the Amida Sutra in front of the corre
sponding guardian gods, and in the evening they blow their trumpet-shells. 
Three famous conch-shells are kept in the Inner Shrine of Nigatsu-do, known 
as the Ogiri86 the Kotaka81 and the Kuina.88 Tradition has it that on September 
15th in the second year of Meitoku59 (1391), when the lord Ashikaga Yoshihisa 
visited Nara and paid homage in the Nigatsu-do, he was shown the Ogiri and 
Kotaka. His consort, who accompanied him, bowed reverently three times in 
front of the conch-shells and asked to hear their sound. The Daidosbi blew them, 
and the sound of the Ogiri was compared to the roar of an old lion, while that 
of the Kotaka was said to resemble the voice of a child playing with its mother. 
None of the conchs could dominate the other. It should be added that the third 
conch-shell, the Kuina, is thought to have been presented to Todai-ji by the 
Shogun Minamoto Yoritomo (1192-98).

No food is served in the So-bekka-bo in the morning or evening until the Ren- 
gyosbu have finished chanting the text of Nakatomi no barai and some sutras, when 
the Kakubugyd appears at the entrance to the room and announces the meal. 
The attendants bring the food, plates and bowls which have been purified by 
fire produced by flint and steel. But after seven at night, when the big bell of 
the Daibuttu-den gives the signal for the first watch of the night Qboya}6® no 
more meals will be served in the So-bekka-bo. The participants continue reciting

5* 56 57
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hymns until midnight, when they spread their bedding on the floor of the room 
and go to sleep.

On the morning of February 27 charm-paper is distributed to the Rengyo- 
sbu, which they use to hand-print spells and god-images. Such charms are offered 
to the Kannon in the Nigatsu-do. The participants also make paper bags 
(dattan-bukurcP qt natto-bukurob2^ for holding tinder and a kind of charcoal 
which they use for making fire during the secret ritual of the d^rr^i-dance in 
which they act as the fire god (KatenJ>3 and scatter sparkling fire around them.

In the afternoon of the same day, the ceremony of robes (koromo no sbugij*  
takes place, and the Rengydsbu put on black hemp robes (y&J65 with narrow 
string-like surplices. The Kita^aihu-no-icbt who is also known as the first “super
visor” holds a priest-staffQhakujdJP6 in one hand and carries a box for chopsticks 
in the other as if it were an incense-burner with handle. Then he starts to recite 
the formula called Sanraimorf* 1 or “three kinds of worship”; the participants 
join in the recitation and finally bow to mark the end of the ritual. The main 
purpose of this ceremony is to make sure that the robes fit the participants so 
that they can move comfortable during the main service.

The following or final day of the month marks the time for the Rengyoihu 
to leave the Sa-bekka-bd and move into the secluded place below the Nigatsu-do. 
It also indicates that the participants have now gone through the so-called 
preliminary practice. In the afternoon, the fireplace serves for the purification 
known as kdkunf*  On top of a high pile of ashes incense is burned to purify the 
room and the belongings of the Rengyosbu. Later the boy-attendants carry the 
purified objects to the secluded place and the Rengyosbu blow their conch-shells 
to announce that they are ready to ascend to the Nigatsu-do. Before finally 
leaving the So-bekka-bd and proceeding to the new secluded place they perform 
still another purification ceremony.

Tbe Secluded Place (Sbanro SbukushoJ^

The secluded or retiring place (saitrd sbukusboj comprises two sections, one for 
the RengySsbu, and one for the lay officials. The former, in which the participants 
stay in groups, is called the “four directions of the secluded place” and is located 
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below the flight of stone steps to the north of the Nigatsu-do. It was constructed 
during the Kamakura period (1185-1392) and has been appointed an im
portant cultural property. It is housed under the same roof as the narrow cor
ridor fHosodonoJ™ and the dining-hall and has four rooms for the Rmgjdtbu 
and another four rooms for the Kakubugyd and other attendants.

When the Rmgyotbu enter the secluded place they are strictly forbidden to 
communicate with each other throughout their two weeks’ stay. The four rooms 
are very similar. A fire is placed in the front part of the room at the foot of a big 
pillar on which a bamboo-container with flowers, a lantern, and a scoop arc 
attached. At both sides of the fireplace white mattresses are spread, over which 
the participants arrange their tesbima mats, while the room-master and the 
senior participant take seats on opposite sides of the fire.

The second secluded place (i.e. that of the lay officials) is located south of 
Nigatsu-do in connection with the bath-house, consequently it is called the 
bathing-resting-place. It has five rooms, including one for the bath-house at
tendants. These lay officials have their own charcoal-fire and generally wear 
paper-robes partly covered by a white cotton skirt. But when they serve in 
the religious observances they put on a different kind of skirt made of dark grey 
hemp and tied around the ankles.

Similar to the arrangements in the Ren gyfrbu’s four rooms, natural flowers 
hang from a wooden pillar, while on the walls are suspended rosaries and a 
purification staff with attached white paper as used in the Nakatomi no barat 
ceremony. The Dodoji wears a peculiar small head-covering (tokin)7i and the 
special robe (7wz«£?&)72 of the mountain-priests fyamabusbif™. His rosary is 
of large wooden beads, 1.5 cm in diameter.

Rite of Exorcism fOnakatomi no Harai)

The rite of exorcism (Onakatomi no baraf), the purification of the Rengyosbu, 
is distinctly a Ryobu-Sbintd ceremony and takes place at twilight. Generally 
speaking, this ceremony is known also as “assembling the goblins” fTenguyosey4 
and aims at pacifying and purifying everyone to make sure the religious austeri
ties can be carried through without disturbance.

The Sbdko™ Dodoji, and other officials, proceed in white dress to announce 
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that all trespassing of lay people is from now on prohibited around the area of 
the Hosodono, and put themselves on guard to prevent any violations. The 
Rengydsbu wear a short jacket (yuyatosode)™ and the string-like tasukigesa over 
their paper-robes and enter the Hosodono to wait for the Sbusbi. The serving 
official lights a nine foot long pine-torch and sits down to wait at the foot of the 
flight of steps.

After a while the Sbusbi arrives, proceeds towards the burning pine-torch, 
and kneels down in front ofit. Then he starts to rub his rosary violently between 
his hands, takes off his surplice, and begins to whirl his purification staff around 
himself. He opens a scroll of prayers and recites to himself the text of purifica
tion. When the participating priests begin to pray, he raises his big staff and 
swinging it from left to right walks to and fro inside the Hosodono, purifying the 
participants and urging them to practise earnestly.

The Rengyosbu also rub their rosaries between their hands and pray for puri
fication of their six senses. The flickering flames from the pine-torch are re
flected on the shiny surface of the hall’s ancient red wooden pillars, and the 
sound of rubbing rosaries and clapping hands breaks through the cold and 
silent air of the vanishing day. The old cypresses are half hidden behind the 
smoke from the burning torch, but nonetheless add to the exquisite setting 
and serene atmosphere of this ancient ritual of purification.

Administering tbe Precepts (Jukn)17

At about two o’clock in the morning on March 1st, the Rengyosbu put on
their robes to be ready for the ceremony 
in the dining-hall. Headed by the preceptor (Kdi-wajdy3 they enter the dining- 
hall through the southern entrance in the order of seniority. The floor is paved 
with tiles, with long daises arranged on the four sides on the hall; the one to 
the north is reserved for the Wajd and Daiddsbi, the one to the east for the Sbusbi 
and Ddtsukasa, the dais to the south for the Kitazasbu-no-icbi and Nanzasbu-no- 
icbi, and finally the dais to the west for the remaining five Rengyosbii.

When seated the Rengyosbu take off their tasukigesa and put them in front 
of them, and the boy-attendants remove them and substitute the so-called 
jikidSgesa,1^ which is especially meant for use in the dining-hall. The participants 
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put these on in silence. No sounds are heard but the crackling of the paper-robes 
and other garments which intensifies the quietude and serenity of the moment.

The dining-hall has no decoration, only an oil-lamp bums in front of a minia
ture shrine which holds an image of the Buddhist saint Brnzuru-tonja.30 A 
lay official places the Kai-wajd’t table in front of this image and arranges some 
rough stones and pebbles together with a tbikimi spray of three twigs and five 
leaves on top of the table. He then bows to the Kai-wajo and invites him to begin 
the ceremony of administering the precepts. He proceeds to the miniature 
shrine carrying a branch of ibikimi as if it were an incense-burner with handle, 
and makes three bows in front of the image. With the Komori official holding 
a small flaming torch for light, the Kai-wajo strikes two stones together and 
reads silently the text of precepts which he is thought to have received from 
Binzuru-tonja.

The ceremony proper has come to an end, and the Kai-wajS returns to his 
seat. Still holding the sbikimi spray between his hands, he bows three times and 
reads slowly the text of the precepts, transmitting their words to the Rengyoibu 
they recite together: we will observe earnestly. This promise ends the ad
ministering of the precepts, and the officials give the order to the boy-attendants 
to bring the bowls and plates and place them in front of the participants.

ittoku Fire Qttoku-Bi^p2

At about three o’clock in the morning, when the ceremony of administering 
the precepts has finished, the Rengyoibu return to their rooms. But soon again 
they make themselves ready for ascending to the Nigatsu-do. They change 
their jihd^gesa, which they had used in the dining-hall, for the jodogesa* 3 which 
must be worn in the hall. They assemble in the Rai-dd of the Inner Shrine and 
while waiting for the arrival of the Dotsukasa make a deafening noise by stamp
ing their wooden-clogged feet on the wooden floor.

When the Dotnikasa arrives, they all rush into the dark hall. They circum
ambulate three times at great speed in the pitch-dark hall and bow to the 
Kannon-image. Then they open the doors in the three directions of east, 
south and north, and by the light of the flaming torches which penetrates 
from the outside through the latticed wooden door, they sweep and clean 
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the interior sanctuary and offer flowers and bum incense on the altar table.
Later, the Dotsukasa asks the Sbosekai and the GonsbosekaP*  to enter the inner 

sanctuary, while the other participants remain seated in the Rai-dd. The Ddtsu- 
kasa stands facing south in front of the curtain which separates the Rai-dd from 
the Inner Shrine, and at a distance of 15 feet and facing north, the Dodoji kneels 
with one knee bent, holding flint and steel for making fire. The participants 
hold their breath and anxiously watch the Dodoji, who bows to the Dotsukasa 
and makes himself ready to strike the steel with the flint. In a second, the noise 
of flint and steel striking each other breaks the silence, and a fire spark catches 
the tinder, and is transferred to a small piece of wood, which lights the wick 
of the eternal lamp. If the spark does not catch the first time, bad luck could 
come to the Doddj^s family.

From the Tempyd era (the 8th century) to the present, the Doddji has been 
selected from the Inagaki family. The eldest son of this family, by tradition 
called Ittoku, is the one who produces every year the fire with the flint and 
steel. This has given the ceremony the name Ittoku-bi.

When the Dodoji has lit the eternal lamp, the Dotsukasa carries it into the inner 
sanctuary where the Sbosekai sprinkles it with water, it is then offered to the 
Kannon-image. From now on the lamp is kept burning continously until March 
1st of the following year.

Etiquette in the Dining Hal! ^ikidd-Sabo^

Every day at about half past eleven, the Dotsukasa informs the Rtngyosbu of the 
meal in the dining-hall. He strikes a bell in the hall and when the participants 
enter, takes his seat. They follow his example and go to their respective seats.

The Dodoji official brings purifying water, and having asked the Sbusbi to 
say the prayers, purifies the main dish by sprinkling it with water. The at
tendant in charge of the cooking covers his mouth with white paper and fills 
some eating bowls with purified food which the Dodoji then carries to offer to 
the Kannon-image in the Nigatsu-dd. When he has finished, he strikes the bell 
in the Rai-dd. As soon as the sound of the bell is heard in the dining-hall, the 
Daiddsbi starts to read prayers, praying for longevity and peace, for the nation 
and for everyone from the Emperor down to the common people; for their 
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enlightenment and rebirth in the Pure Land. Meanwhile, the participants are 
served boiled rice in large wooden lacquered bowls in quantities which would 
satisfy at least ten persons. Jfno-soup is served in another kind of bowl and some 
other dishes are added. The prayers continue for half an hour, until it is time to 
eat.

Immediately before eating, the Dodoji calls out “araikumo”, which may be 
understood as an order to take boiled water and clean the bowls. An attendant 
carries in a wooden tub with boiled water for drinking instead of tea, as well 
as for cleaning the bowls after their use. When everybody has finished the 
meal, another servant says ‘‘mamba”, and an old kettle with the left-over from the 
meal is carried away. This seems to be in accordance with the Nigatsu-do’s 
history of giving food to the outcasts.

In the same history (Nigatsu-da-engi^6 it is said that if the left-over food from 
this special meal is given to the outcasts on the slopes of Nara, they will recover 
from their leprosy. Thus, the Rengyoshu seem in former times to have given their 
food to families who were victims of leprosy and lived in the area of Kitayama.

When the Rengyoshu leave the dining-hall and step out of the door, they throw 
small wrapped-up portions of boiled rice Qaba^1 over the roof of the well 
(akaiyaj^ in front of the dining-hall. The old records say that in former times 
when the priests took their meals in the dining-hall there were no birds around 
the akaiya, so the priests made special prayers from March 5th to 7th, inviting 
birds to come to the well. In spite of this, no bird ever appeared. Nevertheless, 
the priests continued to pray for the arrival of the birds until March 15th. 
Consequently the “throwing rice over the roof’ has been interpreted as feeding 
the birds.

The Rengyoshu have two meals a day, one in the morning and one at noon. 
When they leave the dining-hall after the noon-meal, they are forbidden to 
consume any more food and must even abstain from taking medicine or drink
ing boiled water. They have to practise the religious austerities without eating 
and drinking until three the following morning.

Worship at Shinto Shrines and Prayers at Prescribed Times

When, on March 1st, the sunset ceremony is finished, the Rengyoshu leave
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the Rai-dd through the southern entrance to make the circuit pilgrimage to the 
shrines of Iimicbi, Onyu, and Kojo.

The Daidosbi rings the bell and holding an incense-burner, he recites the text 
pertaining to the ceremony, imploring the gods to protect it The participants’ 
continued procession from one shrine to another evokes the illusion of unrolling 
a scroll-painting section by section. The worshipping priests, observing their 
religious austerities in the glow of the setting sun, would make impressive and 
colorful subjects.

At about four o’clock in the morning on March 15th, the Rengyoshu repeat 
their pilgrimage to the shrines to report the accomplishment of their religious 
rites and to express their gratitude for having been able to fulfill them without 
interruption. Every day the Rengyoshu recite the Amida Sutra and say prayers 
at prescribed times in a special room.

Six Timet Observance

The daily observance is comprised of six ceremonies; at noon, sunset, the 
first, the second, and the third watches of the night, and at dawn.

According to the rules of the six ceremonies, a junior participant is appointed 
leader. He steps into the middle of the inner sanctuary, and accompanied by the 
circumambulating participants, recites the Three Obeisances (Sanraimon) 
and chants hymns of offering QKuydmon)* 3 of Amida Buddha (Nyoraibaiy**  of 
scattering flowers (Sange),91 of repenting in front of the eleven-headed Kannon- 
image (Jui chimen Kannon-keka^ of reciting the name ofKannon (Xxnwa-Ztfga),92 
of the merits ofKannon (Gobutsu-gomyoy5 of the Great and Small Repentance 
(Oisange™ and Sbosangey*  and also the hymns of Vow Qfotsugan)?*  and of the 
Heart Sutra (Sbingyo) and of the transmission of merits (EfcJwww).97

A special board-arrangement (gotai-bany*  for making salutations is found 
at the southern part of the Rai-dd where a cypress board rests on a log with 
one end of the board on the floor. When using this board for kneeling down, 
the five parts of the priests’ body are supposed to touch the ground; one talks 
of the “five parts of the body falling down”, i.e. the forehead, the lower part 
of both arms, and both knees. In all the six daily observances, one of the Rengyo-
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sbu steps out from the inner sanctuary, daily kneels down on the gotai-ban in 
the Rai-dS, and repents his sins. Sometimes this ritual is carried through at 
great speed and might appear more like a humorous play than a religious act. 
But it should be remembered that one single day and night in tbe Tosotiu- 
heaven equals four hundred years in the world of human beings—thus there is 
no time to lose.

Though the above outline gives the usual practice of the six ceremonies, 
they differ somewhat from each other; for instance, in the choice of hymns to 
be chanted, in the form of repentance, and also in the physical efforts of the 
participants.

At the sound of the large bell of Todai-ji at seven o’clock every evening, the 
Rtngy dibit ascend to the Nigatsu-do in reverse order of seniority. The boy
attendants show the way with large burning pine-torches, 18 feet in length. 
When the Kakubugyd arrives at the hall, he asks the Sboiekai, who has remained 
in the Inner Shrine since the sunset ceremony, about the time shown by the 
incense-burning. The Sboiekai consults the “plates of time-incense” in the hall 
and may answer that they show some inches towards the first watch of the 
night.

In the past, when clocks were not yet in use, the time was reckoned by this 
so-called time-incense (ydJ).99 Lines were drawn in the ashes and incense was 
put along the lines, gradually to be burnt; and by way of the incense-smoke 
one could estimate the time.

The boy-attendants carry the flaming torches to the platform or open corridor 
on the west-side of Nigatsu-do, where they whirl them around at such great 
speed that fire-sparks fill the air and large pieces of the burning torches scatter 
around. The torches are later carried to the southern side of the building to 
die out.

The participants enter into the Rai-do from the northern entrance of Nigatsu- 
do where they exchange their sandals for wooden clogs. Then they proceed 
into the inner sanctuary where they make three bows to the four sides of the 
image-dais. They start to circumambulate, making as much noise as possible 
with their wooden clogs. Later, the Rrngjfdsbu read the Lotus Sutra in such a 
rhythmic way that it is spoken of as a musical performance. When it is finished,
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the Dotsukasa raises a comer of a large curtain hanging between the Rai-dd and 
the inner sanctuary, and facing the Rai-dd, he takes a curved stick (7to&)100 
and strikes the door three times, calhng, “south and north”. The Daiddtbi 
calls simultaneously, “southern seats”, and the Sbusbi calls, “northern seats”.

100 101 id 103 104 *6 105

106 107

In military language, striking the door with a curved stick is a call to atten
tion, whereas calling south and north is a call to muster. When the participants 
of south and north have responded to the Dotsukasa’i call, he furnishes them with 
“flower-baskets” and makes a sign to the leader of the ceremony to begin the 
ritual of the first watch of the night. The latter takes the main seat in the hall, 
the participants start to recite the text of offering and hymn to the Buddha 
and circumambulate while scattering the flowers. The Daiddsbi recites the pray
ers (Daisbugan)™*  in a strong and powerful voice.

When the ceremony of the first watch of the night has come to an end, the 
Rcngydsbii of the southern and nothern seats blow their trumpet-shells. During 
this interval, the Ddtsukasa hands to the leading priest a scroll containing the 
names of 137,000 gods (^inmydcbo)i02 and a lamp called JintdA02 Then he 
lights the small pine-torches and the lamps in the four comers of the hall from 
the flame of the eternal lamp.

Later, the Daiddsbi prays for all souls, from the imperial family down to the 
common people, and for those past and present. The participants again blow 
their conch-shells, and the Sbuibi recites the text explaining the ceremony called 
KeibyakuW*  or “reporting to the Buddhas and bodhisattvas”. When he has 
finished, he puts on a special cap (zw^mj)105 and carrying a container with 
purifying water, he proceeds to the middle of the hall, where he blesses the water 
and sprinkles it around. He then draws a magic circle Cfeihw)106 in each of the 
four comers of the hall, rings the bell, and welcomes the Four Guardian Gods 
to the hall.

After the ceremony of the second watch of the night has been completed, 
the Rengydsbu take their seats in the Rai-dd and begin their recitation of the 
repentance called Hokbesembo™7 They recite with great fluency in harmony 
with the rhythmic sounds of a bell and the rattle of the metal rings of the 
priest’s staff. The Inner Shrine is veiled in mystery by the flickering lights 
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behind the slightly moving transparent curtain and from the lanterns sus
pended in front of the hall. In the cold night the participants’ breath is like 
white vapour, while the sound of the bell penetrates the stillness and crystal
lizes the very essences of the ritual. Everyone kneels spontaneously in front of 
the Kannon-image. One by one the Rengydsbu leave the Rai-dd and retire to their 
rooms for a short rest.

The sound of the great bell announces again that the Rengydsbi must begin 
the ceremony of the third watch of the night, which is carried out in an easy, 
almost relaxed manner compared with that of the first watch. Perhaps this is 
especially felt at the moment of the flower-scattering, when the participants 
emphasize their rhythmical drcumambulation by stamping their feet to main
tain the rhythm. From a psychological point of view this almost cheerful touch 
in the religious austerity is explained as a way ofkeeping the drowsy participants 
awake at this late hour of the night.

The following worship at dawn is very simple and is carried through at great 
speed. This applies equally to the drcumambulation and to the chanting the 
hymns. When the Rtngydsbu have reached half-way through the ritual, the 
Dodoji, who is dressed as a mountain priest, lights the small pine-torches and 
carries a wooden bucket of rice gruel into the Inner Shrine to offer to the Kan
non. He redtes the hymn of offering rice gruel and then asks impatiently: “is 
it now dawn?” The answer may be that it is still dark, or that it is beginning to 
glimmer, or else that it is bright—all in accordance with the length of the 
ceremony.

At about two or three o’clock in the morning, the lay officials go to the 
entrance of the Rai-dd to welcome the Rengydtbu who leave the Inner Shrine 
shouting, <(chdzu^ cbozu” (we are going to the toilet), and then run down 
the flight of steps and return to their rooms. The shouting of “cbdzu> chdzad’> 
when the partidpants leave the Inner Shrine, has a tradition going back to 
the time of the priest Jitchu. In his day when the ceremony of dawn was finished 
and the partidpants had left the Inner Shrine, the deserted hall was immediately 
taken over by long-nosed goblins (Jengu), who assembled in the inner sanctuary 
to imitate the ceremony of the priests. To avoid this, the priests used to shout 
as they left the hall, “We are going to the toilets, but we shall soon be back to 
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resume our ceremony.” The threat of returning proved effective in keeping 
the goblins away from the hall.

During the period from March 1st to 14th, the pattern of the various cer
emonies does not differ much. On a few days additional rituals are performed, 
such as the rituals of repentance, of the death anniversary of the priest Jitchu, 
of “speedy drcumambulation” (batbiri no of “taking sacred water”
fOmizutori^ and of the dance called dattan.

Repentance (SzagfJ)110

After the religious austerities of March $th, 7th, and 12th, and 14th, all the 
Rengyfrbu do repentance together. One by one they repeat a formula of re
pentance which runs somewhat like this, “I was distracted by playing with 
my rosary, I was drowsy during prayer, I played with my conch-shell. I confess 
the sins that I have committed.” The Dotsukasa counts the number of times that 
the participants make bows in order to repent their sins. In all, the three senior 
participants make one thousand bows by kneeling down to the floor, the 
junior participants make two thousand bows, while the three lowest ranking 
participants make three thousand bows. These numbers should not be taken 
too literally, and it should be noted that when the DJrnflbw counts and reaches 
the numbers four, forty, and four hundred, he skips them and repeats instead 
the numbers six, seventy,and eight hundred. The number four (ifci)is deliberate
ly omitted, because it is homonymous with the word for death (rAi), and in 
the first Buddhist precept it is explicitly stated, “Do not kill”. In consequence 
of this, and in accordance with the Rydbu-Sbinid conception of death as impure, 
mention of death is avoided.

The practice of repentance (wige) is performed six times a day although only 
in sections. In between, the participants perform other ceremonies of re
pentance. Thus the entire session of religious austerities may be considered a 
continual act of confession.

Death Anniversary of Jitchu

The priest Jitchu, the initiator of Omizutori, is said to be presumably of Indian 
origin. He is considered the foremost disciple of Roben Sojo, the founder of
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Todai-ji. In fact, Jitchu was such an eminent monk he was entrusted with 
directing the adornment of the main hall of Todai-ji on the occasion of the 
“eye-opening” ceremony of the Great Buddha in the fourth year of Tempyo- 
shoho (752).

In that same year, he guided the construction of the Nigatsu-do, and in
augurated the ceremony of Omizutori in which he himself took part from his 
twenty-second year. He continued to participate in it until after midnight on 
February 5 th (lunar calendar) in the fourth year of Daidd (809), when he is said 
to have disappeared under the altar table never to be seen again. In spite of 
this tale, he is thought to have entered into nirvana in an unknown year on 
February 5 th, which explains that the celebration of his death takes place on 
March 5th.

This death anniversary celebration in his honour is performed in the same 
general way as the death anniversaries usually performed in Todaiji with only 
minor differences. It has the character of a lecture the subject of which is re
stricted to the Lotus and Kegon Sutras.

Record of the Names of the Dead (Kakocblffxx

After the ceremony of the first watch of the night on March 5 th and 12th, 
a record is read of the names of the dead throughout the 1200 years of the 
Omizutori ritual; from the time of the emperor Shomu and the empress Komyo 
through the founding of Todai-ji, including the persons attached to the installa
tion of the Great Buddha, the successive high priests of the temple, the par
ticipants in the ceremony, the donors of Nigatsu-do, and the lay officials as well.

The names are recorded also of such prominent monks as Kobo Daishi (774- 
835), ShoboSojo112 (83 2-909), and Yokan Risshi113 (1032-1111). But one passage 
in the record stands out as especially interesting and dramatic. It concerns a 
so-called “lady in blue”. The story goes that during the Jogen era (1207-10), 
when the priest Jukei recited the death register, a lady wearing a blue garment 
appeared in front of him, asked why he had omitted her name when reading 
the register, and then vanished. But from then on, she was called the “lady 
in a blue garment”, and as such she is named in the reading of the register.

Nobody knows whether priest Jukei made a mistake in reciting the record 
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of names, or if the lady’s name was really listed originally. However, there can 
hardly be any doubt that Jukei was taken aback when a lady with a pale face 
and clad in a blue garment made her appearance in the darkness of the Inner 
Shrine, where the smoke of incense was rising calmly and the lights from the 
lanterns were flickering faintly. At any rate, when the priests reach this passage 
nowadays, they recite in a tunc of sadness and compassion: “lady in a blue 
garment” Qbte no nyonin),UA

Nothing is known about the lady, but to judge from the context in which 
she is mentioned in the record of names, she might have been a contemporary 
of the emperor Goshirakawa (1155-58) and was probably of high rank. It is 
said in later times the “lady in blue” was added as number seventeen in the 
death register, placing her next to the name of Minamoto Yoritomo, the head 
of the Genji clan and the main donor of Todai-ji, who made possible the re
construction of the temple during the Kamakura period.

Ritual of Running Circumambulation

This religious ceremony (fbasbiri no gyobo) takes place before the third watch 
of the night on March 5 th, 6th, and 7th, and again on March I2th, 13 th, and 
14th. The Sbusbi and Daidosbi purify the Rjmgydsbu with scented water in front 
of the Inner Shrine, and when the large curtain between the Rai-do and the 
inner sanctuary is drawn partly aside, they enter the hall together with the 
Wajo and the Dotukata and take their seats. The Sbusbi then purifies the inner 
sanctuary with scented water, pays homage to all the Buddhas fTatbagata) 
and to the Kannon-^w/rw. The Rengyosbu join harmoniously in the recitation 
and circumambulate a few times led by the Wajo. After a while he proceeds in 
front of the eleven-headed Kannon-image and facing towards the upper-most 
head, the symbol of fulfilment of desire, he recites the word Namu-cbojo115 
fcbdjo=top) in order to dispell all illness.

Meantime, the Dodoji, who is dressed as a mountain priest and wears loose 
trousers fbakama) tied at the cuff, raises the curtain so that when it is fully 
raised and touches the transversal beam of the entrance, it resembles the 
character for the number one (—). The DMsukasa lights from the flame of the 
eternal lamp the special pine-torch used in the running arcumambulation.
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While drcumambulating at great speed he also lights the oil-lamps at the four 
comers of the hall. Later, he hits the flaming torch against the wooden floor 
in front of the Kannon-image in order to extinguish it.

The Rengyoibu continue to circumambulate, while the Sboiekai takes his 
stand in front of the Kannon-image. He raises his rosary, and recites the words 
Ntfw«-wiy5116(wi/J=top)in a long persistent tone. The three senior priests—the 

the Daidtohi and Sbushi—make salutations by falling down in the Rai-dd 
and touching the floor with five parts of their body. Then the Wijo recites 
hymns while the other participants continue their drcumambulation.

The Dotiukasa is the first of the Rengyoibu to take off his wooden clogs and 
circumambulate in tabiii7 (the split-toe Japanese sock). One after the other 
the participants follow his example. The Sboiekai stamps his wooden clogs 
violently on the floor in front of the Kannon-image, and then he too begins the 
running drcumambulation in tabi. The Sbiubi strikes the bell and begins to 
count the number of drcumambulations of the partidpants, but when he 
stops striking the bell, the drcumambulation gradually slows down. After a 
while, the partidpants headed by the Dotsukaia jump out into the Rai-dd and 
fall down again with the five parts of their body touching the floor.

When all have completed this salutation, the DStsukasa gives the order to 
draw the curtain. He offers the partidpants a few drops of scented water, 
calling on the junior partidpants to extinguish the lanterns at the four comers 
of the hall and to carry the scented water into the Rai-do to distribute to the 
devotees.

Small Kannon-image

In former times there were two images of Kannon inside the Inner Shrine. 
One, of gilt bronze, was placed in the middle of the inner sanctuary and re
presented Kannon standing on a rock; it was seven feet high and dated from the 
Tempyd era. But in the 7th year of Kambun (1667) the figure was presumably 
destroyed by fire, although the remains of its aureole were removed to the 
Nara National Museum. The second figure of Kannon, the small one enclosed 
in the miniature shrine, was placed originally in front of the big one.

As earlier mentioned, the small Kannon dates back to the Tempyo period,
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and is believed to be the “living” Kannon, who came floating in to the shore 
at Naniwa from Fudarakusen far beyond the ocean. Consequently, this image 
is considered to be a most sacred and secret one. Even the priests who partake 
in the Omizwton ritual have never seen it.

In another context it has been explained that on March ist the enshrined 
small Kannon is placed in the rear part of the Inner Shrine. At midnight on 
March 7th it is carried to the center of the hall, and on that same day at about 
six o’clock in the evening after the sunset ceremony, it is removed to the north
ern section of the Rai-dd. Under the guidance of the Ddtsukasa, the image-shrine 
is adorned with lights, incense, and flowers. Shinto priests from the guardian 
shrine of Todai-ji, the Tamukeyama Hacbimangu^ the Dodoji, and the senior 
lay devotees, all watch the Kannon-shrine as long as it stands in the Rai-dd. 
It is during the middle of the post-midnight ceremony that it is carried to the 
central part of the northern outer-corridor, and after a short while, to the 
middle part of the southern corridor. The Daidosbi and the Sbosekai follow the 
transfers while praying, and the other participants blow their conch-shells in 
the inner sanctuary.

Finally, the participants carry the miniature shrine into the inner sanctuary 
and place it on the altar table to the north. The Daidosbi, the lay carriers, and 
others also return to the inner hall through the Rai-dd. This returning pro
cession to the inner hall of both the enshrined Kannon and the Rmgydsbu is 
called “late entrance” and is considered most sacred. It is said to
follow the way of the Tempyo period, when at dawn, the “living” Kannon- 
image was taken to the Nigatsu-do to be enshrined after having been rescued 
from the water at Naniwa.

Day for Printing Charms (Godbf)™

During the time of sd-bekka, paper is made for later use as charms with im
printed marks such as “ox-king” (gtf)121 or with short sentences of prayers. 
On March ist, when the Rengydsbu asoend to Nigatsu-do, this paper is put in 
special chests. After the sunset ceremony on March 8th, 9th, and 10th, the 
participants print the paper by hand. They work sheet by sheet using sums 
and scented water, all the while reciting sutras. 118

118 119 ax 120 121
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Since ancient times such sacred and revered charms were offered to the im
perial family. But at the beginning of the Meiji era (1868), this was halted. 
However, in the 13 th year of Showa (1938), the imperial court sent a message 
to Todai-ji to make known to the authorities concerned that the Court would 
again welcome the temple charms. The old tradition was revived and from 
then on, on March 18th every year, the emperor, empress, and crown prince 
receive charms from Todai-ji. No other temple or shrine makes charms for the 
imperial house, although everyjanuary, Enryaku-ji (Tendai Sect) and the To-ji 
(Shingon Sect) perform ceremonies for purifying the garments of the emperor.

Wooden stamps for printing charms with characters carved after examples 
of Kobo Daishi’s calligraphy are still to be found in the Shoso-in, though their 
number was unfortunately diminished during a conflagration in the Kambun 
era (1661-72).

Basket Torches (Kago-Daimatsuy22

The boy-attendants make pine-torches in the shape of baskets (kago). They 
insert cypress greens into a number of cypress rods which have been cut into 
six inch square pieces and assembled in the form of flower bouquets. Then 
thin wooden boards are added to partially cover the cypress and rods so as to 
resemble a basket, a basket-ball, or even a cage. Moreover, several large boards 
are fixed like framing “petals” at the basis of this arrangement. To assure a 
neat finish, the boy-attendants finally include some branches of bluish cypress 
at its base.

Such basket-like torches, which measure about 4 feet in diameter, are attached 
to the tops of eleven tall (more than 24 feet long) bamboo stems. These are 
called kdgo-daimatsu. The giant bamboos are presented to Todai-ji from devotees 
from districts such as Yamashiro, Yamato, Kawachi, and Osaka.

On the evening of March 12th, the large bell at Todai-ji informs the Rengyo- 
sbu that the ceremony of the first watch of the night is approaching. But before 
beginning this ceremony, three more announcements are made. First, the tell
ing of the time from the burning incense-sticks, the next is concerned with 
the preparing of the robes and everything connected with the ritual; the third 
concerns the service in the Nigatsu-do. The use of the giant kago-daimatsu 
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and the assistance of the Kakubugyo lay participant distinguish this latter 
ceremony in a spectacular way.

By order of the Ddtsukasa, the Kakubugyo, who wears loose trousers Qbakamaj 
tied at the ankles, informs the Rengydsbu that they must line up in the Hosodono. 
Then he carries a burning torch before the Ddtsukasa, and while waiting for 
his orders, he rests the torch against the tiled-floor and kneels. The Ddtsukasa 
takes a step forward and then calls out, “Tell the time from the burning in
cense.” Then the Kakubugyo ascends rapidly to Nigatsu-do holding the torch 
firmly in his hands, asking in a loud voice what hour it is. Hearing the answer 
of the Sbosekai from the interior of the Inner Shrine, the Kakubugyo descends the 
flight of steps, still holding the burning torch, and delivers his answer to the 
Ddtsukasa

When these preparatory stages have ended the giant kago-daimatsu is lit and 
one of the boy-attendants carries it on his shoulders up the stone steps. The 
torch’s seventy-five kilogram weight makes the pole bend like a yoke. All the 
participants ascend together with their attendants to the Nigatsu-do. The 
large torch is carried to the front of the veranda which encircles the hall, where 
the torch is whirled around in a circle. The sparks from this flaming fire-ring 
scatter in all directions. In fact, the Nigatsu-do is entirely surrounded by fire 
from the eleven giant torches, which are all carried to the platform, and twirled 
around in a magnificent show of flames. The lanterns carried by the devotees 
add to the impression of a large flaming ocean. This is a unique carry-over 
from the Tempyd era, a reminder of religious austerities and their tenacity and 
survival in contemporary times.

Taking Sacred Water (Omizutcrf)

The ceremony of taking or carrying sacred water (Omizuton) is practised 
around midnight on March 12th, although the proper act of “taking water” 
is not carried out until two o’clock in the morning of the following day. Headed 
by the Sbusbi, the junior participants leave the Inner Shrine by the southern 
entrance, carrying with them long willow twigs, conch-shells and bells. Their 
attendants light their way by means of small burning torches. The Sbusbi, 
whose attendant carries the basu, a ten-foot long torch, proceeds to the stone 
steps south of Nigatsu-do to the accompaniment of music from the participants’ 
trumpeting shells. He raises his staff in the air, and sprinkles purifying scented 
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water as he descends the steps with the Dddty. All then go to the shrine 
under the Roben cypress to give prayers.

According to the history of Nigatsu-do, Jitchu, during the two weeks’ 
practice, invited 13,700 gods to attend, and recorded their names in the register 
of names of the gods ('famyocbo). The god of Wakasa prefecture
was delayed in coming because he was fishing in the Onyu River. To compensate 
for his late arrival, he informed Jitchu that he would offer scented water near 
the place where the religious ritual was to be performed. As he was fulfilling his 
promise two cormorants, one black and one white, took off from a rock and 
sacred water sprang from that very spot. Jitchu arranged some stones around it 
and made a well, which was called akaiya, the well for offering water to the 
Buddha. But after Onyu-myojm had carried water from the Onyu River to the 
well to offer to the Kannon, the river dried up, and from then on it became known 
as Otonashi-gawa, the “soundless river”. The story goes on to tell that a black 
and a white cormorant are enclosed in the Otfjw-shrine, and that Onyu-myojm 
is known also as the god of cormorants (w no

A similar legend is connected with the place where the small stream Otonashi- 
gawa cuts through Obama in Wakasa prefecture, from where even today, water 
is sent to Nigatsu-do. About four kilometers from Obama, at the upper por
tion of the Otonashi-gawa, where it runs through the compound of a small 
shrine called Shira-M,* *25 and at the place where the stream ends, it is named 
the “cormorant-still-current” (u no se).126 On March 12th at about midnight, 
people from Obama and neighbouring villages assemble here, and by the light 
of flaming torches they perform the ceremony of sending water to Nigatsu-do. 
Before the rupture between Shintoism and Buddhism the Shira-isbi belonged to 
^ingi-ji* 21 of Wakasa prefecture and was a branch-shrine of Todai-ji.

123 124 125 126 127 ***

*2«

When the Sbutbi and DddSji have finished praying in front of the O/o-shrine, 
they enter together into the dark building of d^ny* 128 and scoop water. The 
other participants remain at the entrance of the building, forming a kind of 
guard, now and then blowing their conch-shells in signal to the Nigatsu-do, 
and also to inform the participants inside the akaiya how far the sacred water 
has been carried. They continue to give such information at intervals, finally 
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returning to Nigatsu-dd, following behind the carriers of the sacred water.
The Omizutori ritual of taking sacred water to Nigatsu-do has become so 

popular that it has given its name to all the ceremonies performed throughout 
the Sbuni-e. The name of Omizutori has also become a recognized subject for 
haiku concerned with spring. Three well-known haiku may be rendered here 
as an appropriate end of this section on Omizutori.

The participating monks,
Taking sacred water—

The sound of wooden clogs. (Basho, 1644-94)

Taking sacred water;
The water of the silent current

mes tepid from this day. (Ryota, 1707-87)

Taking sacred water, 
Circumambulating the well—

The monks’ breath. (Issa, 1763-1827)

The Dattan Dance (Dattan no Myobo)123

During the three days of March 12th, 13 th, and 14th after the midnight 
religious austerities, the Rengyosbu ready themselves for the observance of the 
“marvellous law of Buddha”, the Dattan no Myobo. Midway through the Sbiubfi 
recitation of the ritual, the Dodoji rolls the large curtain halfway up in the Inner 
Shrine, and kneels down in the central part of the Raids. Later, he goes into the 
hall and invites the Four Guardian Gods to attend the ceremony. He orders the 
Dodoji to raise the curtain completely. The large curtain is quickly rolled up to 
resemble the character “one”. The Rengyosbu, who are seated to the south and 
north, tie their robes around them with strings, making them as tight as pos
sible to prevent them from fluttering. Their heads are covered with a peculiarly 
shaped cap and their feet are covered with tabi.

By circumambulating in the Inner Shrine, the Sbusbi draws a symbolic boun
dary as a barrier against evil. One of the participants opens the ceremony by 
acting as the god of water (Sw/ewJ,130 and in a great hurry runs out into the 
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middle of the Rai-dd, where he sprinkles water around him, makes a big jump, 
and then disappears. Soon after, another participant, who acts as the god of 
fire (Katen)™x appears in the Rai-do and scatters charcoal fire from a portable 
incense-burner. A third participant appears and throws grains of rice as if 
sowing seeds, a fourth throws willow twigs, a fifth whirls a sword three times, 
a sixth whirls a priest’s staff three times, a seventh rings a bell in a circular 
motion, and finally an eighth blows his conch shell three times, makes a big 
jump similar to that of the first participant, and then disappears. These eight 
are called the Eight Gods.

A magmficient pine-torch, weighing 37.5 kilograms, is lit in the inner 
sanctuary and carried out into the Rai-do by the fire-god. He proceeds towards 
the water-god, who is holding a bowl of scented water and a small wooden 
stick. Facing each other the two participants take turns moving the flaming 
torch around in rhythmic movements in time with the ringing bell, the sounds 
of the whirling priest staff, and the trumpeting of the conch shells. The two 
participants retire two or three times to the inner sanctuary only to jump out 
again into the Rai-do. In between they dance and circumambulate in the middle 
of the hall. At a sign from the Sbushi, they carry the torch from the inner sanc
tuary into the Rai-do where they move it up and down three times and then 
throw it to the floor. Then they take it up again and carry it into the inner 
sanctuary where they raise it on end and then dash it three times against the 
floor. Finally, they carry it to the rear part of the hall to extinguish it.

During the dk/Aw-dance, fire-sparks fill the air not only inside the inner 
sanctuary, but also outside where the devotees are assembled. The ritual seems 
wild and rough, but has nonetheless a profound meaningas an offering ceremony 
to the Kannon.

In the history ofNigatsu-do this observance is said to have started on February 
1st in the fourth year of Tempyo (752) and to have continued until the fourth 
year of Daido (809). That is to say, the priest Jitchu performed this ceremony 
annually for sixty years before the “living” Kannon-image; six times a day dur
ing the two weeks’ observance every year. It was believed that eight Gods 
descended from the 7warw-heaven to the world of man, and that at the spot 
this ritual was carried out, they performed miracles, and went on a circuit 
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pilgrimage to Buddhist temples. Since then the priests ofTodai-ji have imitated 
this rite.

The term dattan is a hybrid form of tatta of which the correct Sanskrit word 
is tapta, meaning aesthetic practice with fire. Thus the fire symbolizes the burn
ing passions, while the water symbolizes the purification of evil desires. The 
ceremony ofSbuni-e is from beginning to end a disciplinary practice of repentance 
and ablution.

Ceremony of Neban* 32 (^Nirvana)

After the ceremonies of March 14th and the early morning of 15th, the 
Rengyfcbu return to their rooms to rest for an hour. Then, before making their 
boy-attendants carry their ritual utensils and scriptures back to their rooms, 
they ascend once more to Nigatsu-do. Their so-called caskets (goobalw)* 33 
which are actually a kind of wrapping paper for the sutras they carry, are tied 
with strings of wistaria to the participants’ staffs, and with these they begin 
to clear the altar table in the Inner Shrine. Within a short time, the adorned 
image-daises are transformed to the ordinary state in which they were found 
on March 1st. Only the eternal lamp remains burning.

The participants take their seats in the Rai-dd, and from the inner sanc
tuary the Dotsukasa orders the Sbosekai to ring the bell for the preparatory stage 
of the ceremony. The participants enter the hall and take the same seats that 
they occupied on the morning on March 1st. The Dotsvkasa orders the Gonsbo- 
sekai to arrange a lecture table in the central part of the sanctuary so that it faces 
south. This is exactly similar to the arrangements made for the celebration of 
the death anniversary of Jitchu on March 5th. This similarity holds true for 
the acting participants as well, such as the lecturer, the leader, the questioner, 
and the one who scatters the flowers. They are all the same priests who took 
part in the death anniversary ceremony for Jitchu. The subject of the lecture 
to be given concerns the Kegon and Lotus Sutras.

When this Neban ceremony has come to an end, the Sbusbi marks the partic
ipants with a red jewel sign on their foreheads which corresponds to the one 
which was printed on the charm-paper. Such marks are believed to prevent 
illness and to convey happiness to their wearers.
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Before leaving the inner sanctuary other rites take place which include 
offerings to the Kannon. Finally the Sbushi performs a purification ceremony 
which differs completely from those generally practised today. It may be com
pared to the purifications performed in such ancient temples as Horyu-ji, 
Yakushi-ji, and Todai-ji. But it is only in the Nigatsu-do that it can be studied 
today. In fact, as we see it now in the Nigatsu-do, it is a forerunner of the style 
introduced by Kobo Daishi, and is a veritable storehouse for studying the old 
esoteric Buddhism.

The Rengymbu return to their rooms after five o’clock in the morning and rest 
until daybreak. Then they order their boy-attendants to transfer their religious 
paraphernalia to their respective temples. At about two o’clock in the afternoon, 
the participants ascend to the Nigatsu-do to perform the ceremony of complete 
extinction (parimrvana) in the Rai-dd of the Inner Shrine. A large scroll-painting 
is hung in the middle of the Rai-do, and the four senior participants—the Sbi- 
sbiki—perform the rite called Sbiza-kdsbiki* 34 The participants circumambulate 
the painting of while reciting the name of Sbakamuni rharirai,i35 hymns
of Buddha-relics (jbariy36 and some other special texts concerned with the 
Buddha-relics. The end of this second part of the M/w»-ceremony marks the 
re-entry of the Rtngydtbu into the world of human beings Qhaba).

At the conclusion of the rite of Omizutori on March 15th, a great number of 
women come from early morning to late evening from Nara and neighbouring 
villages carrying their children on their backs, to pay homage to Kannon, and 
to urge the Rtngydibu to put their dartan-csps on their children’s heads. This 
custom is believed to assure a happy future for the children. The religious 
austerities of Sbum-e of Nigatsu-do are, with this gesture, carried through to 
completion.
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